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Photonic Sensing
Nanoscale materials are showing great promise in various optoelectronics applications, especially the fast-developing fields
of optical communication and optical computers. With silicon as the leading material for microelectronics, the integration of
optical functions into silicon technology is a very important challenge. This book concentrates on the optoelectronic
properties of silicon nanocrystals, associated phenomena and related topics, from basic principles to the most recent
discoveries. The areas of focus include silicon-based light-emitting devices, light modulators, optical wavevguides and
interconnectors, optical amplifiers and memory elements. The book comprises theoretical and experimental analyses of
various properties of silicon nanocrystals, research methods and preparation techniques, and some promising applications.

Ultra-Fast Fiber Lasers
With this self-contained and comprehensive text, students will gain a detailed understanding of the fundamental concepts
and major principles of photonics. Assuming only a basic background in optics, readers are guided through key topics such
as the nature of optical fields, the properties of optical materials, and the principles of major photonic functions regarding
the generation, propagation, coupling, interference, amplification, modulation, and detection of optical waves or signals.
Numerous examples and problems are provided throughout to enhance understanding, and a solutions manual containing
detailed solutions and explanations is available online for instructors. This is the ideal resource for electrical engineering
and physics undergraduates taking introductory, single-semester or single-quarter courses in photonics, providing them
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with the knowledge and skills needed to progress to more advanced courses on photonic devices, systems and applications.

Principles of Nanophotonics
Since the invention of the laser, our fascination with the photon has led to one of the most dynamic and rapidly growing
fields of technology. An explosion of new materials, devices, and applications makes it more important than ever to stay
current with the latest advances. Surveying the field from fundamental concepts to state-of-the-art developments,
Photonics: Principles and Practices builds a comprehensive understanding of the theoretical and practical aspects of
photonics from the basics of light waves to fiber optics and lasers. Providing self-contained coverage and using a consistent
approach, the author leads you step-by-step through each topic. Each skillfully crafted chapter first explores the theoretical
concepts of each topic and then demonstrates how these principles apply to real-world applications by guiding you through
experimental cases illuminated with numerous illustrations. Coverage is divided into six broad sections, systematically
working through light, optics, waves and diffraction, optical fibers, fiber optics testing, and laboratory safety. A complete
glossary, useful appendices, and a thorough list of references round out the presentation. The text also includes a 16-page
insert containing 28 full-color illustrations. Containing several topics presented for the first time in book form, Photonics:
Principles and Practices is simply the most modern, comprehensive, and hands-on text in the field.

Optical Fiber Communications
The creation of affordable high speed optical communications using standard semiconductor manufacturing technology is a
principal aim of silicon photonics research. This would involve replacing copper connections with optical fibres or
waveguides, and electrons with photons. With applications such as telecommunications and information processing, light
detection, spectroscopy, holography and robotics, silicon photonics has the potential to revolutionise electronic-only
systems. Providing an overview of the physics, technology and device operation of photonic devices using exclusively
silicon and related alloys, the book includes: Basic Properties of Silicon Quantum Wells, Wires, Dots and Superlattices
Absorption Processes in Semiconductors Light Emitters in Silicon Photodetectors , Photodiodes and Phototransistors Raman
Lasers including Raman Scattering Guided Lightwaves Planar Waveguide Devices Fabrication Techniques and Material
Systems Silicon Photonics: Fundamentals and Devices outlines the basic principles of operation of devices, the structures of
the devices, and offers an insight into state-of-the-art and future developments.

Physical Optics
Principles of Lasers and Optics, first published in 2005, describes both the fundamental principles of the laser and the
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propagation and application of laser radiation in bulk and guided-wave components. All solid state, gas and semiconductor
lasers are analysed uniformly as macroscopic devices with susceptibility originated from quantum mechanical interactions
to develop an overall understanding of the coherent nature of laser radiation. Analyses of the unique properties of coherent
laser light in bulk and guided-wave components are presented together and derived from fundamental principles, to allow
students to appreciate the differences and similarities. Topics covered include discussions on how laser radiation should be
analysed, the macroscopic differences and similarities of various analyses, special techniques, types of lasers and setting
up laser analyses. This text will be useful for first-year graduates in electrical engineering and physics and also as a
reference book on analytical techniques.

Principles of Nano-Optics
Since the invention of the laser, our fascination with the photon has led to one of the most dynamic and rapidly growing
fields of technology. As the reality of all-optical systems quickly comes into focus, it is more important than ever to have a
thorough understanding of light and the optical components used to control it. Comprising chapters drawn from the
author's highly anticipated book Photonics: Principles and Practices, Light and Optics: Principles and Practices offers a
detailed and focused treatment for anyone in need of authoritative information on this critical area underlying photonics.
Using a consistent approach, the author leads you step-by-step through each topic. Each skillfully crafted chapter first
explores the theoretical concepts of each topic, and then demonstrates how these principles apply to real-world
applications by guiding you through experimental cases illuminated with numerous illustrations. The book works
systematically through light, light and shadow, thermal radiation, light production, light intensity, light and color, the laws of
light, plane mirrors, spherical mirrors, lenses, prisms, beamsplitters, light passing through optical components, optical
instruments for viewing applications, polarization of light, optical materials, and laboratory safety. Containing several topics
presented for the first time in book form, Light and Optics: Principles and Practices is simply the most modern,
comprehensive, and hands-on text in the field.

Nonlinear Optical Systems
Fiber Optics
Ultrashort pulses in mode-locked lasers are receiving focused attention from researchers looking to apply them in a variety
of fields, from optical clock technology to measurements of the fundamental constants of nature and ultrahigh-speed
optical communications. Ultrashort pulses are especially important for the next generation of ultrahigh-speed optical
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systems and networks operating at 100 Gbps per carrier. Ultra Fast Fiber Lasers: Principles and Applications with MATLAB®
Models is a self-contained reference for engineers and others in the fields of applied photonics and optical communications.
Covering both fundamentals and advanced research, this book includes both theoretical and experimental results. MATLAB
files are included to provide a basic grounding in the simulation of the generation of short pulses and the propagation or
circulation around nonlinear fiber rings. With its unique and extensive content, this volume— Covers fundamental principles
involved in the generation of ultrashort pulses employing fiber ring lasers, particularly those that incorporate active optical
modulators of amplitude or phase types Presents experimental techniques for the generation, detection, and
characterization of ultrashort pulse sequences derived from several current schemes Describes the multiplication of
ultrashort pulse sequences using the Talbot diffraction effects in the time domain via the use of highly dispersive media
Discusses developments of multiple short pulses in the form of solitons binding together by phase states Elucidates the
generation of short pulse sequences and multiple wavelength channels from a single fiber laser The most practical short
pulse sources are always found in the form of guided wave photonic structures. This minimizes problems with alignment
and eases coupling into fiber transmission systems. In meeting these requirements, fiber ring lasers operating in active
mode serve well as suitable ultrashort pulse sources. It is only a matter of time before scientists building on this research
develop the practical and easy-to-use applications that will make ultrahigh-speed optical systems universally available.

Principles of Optics for Engineers
Unites classical and modern photonics approaches, providing a thorough understanding of the interplay between plane
waves, diffraction and modal analysis.

Photonics, Volume 1
Optoelectronics & Photonics:Principles & Practices: International Edition
A concise, accessible guide explaining the essential ideas underlying photonics and how they relate to photonic devices and
systems.

Guided Wave Photonics
Fully revised and in its second edition, this standard reference on nano-optics is ideal for graduate students and researchers
alike.
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Light and Optics
For one-semester, undergraduate-level courses in Optoelectronics and Photonics, in the departments of electrical
engineering, engineering physics, and materials science and engineering. This text takes a fresh look at the enormous
developments in electo-optic devices and associated materials.

Principles of Optics
Nonlinear Optical Systems: Principles, Phenomena, and Advanced Signal Processing is a simplified overview of the evolution
of technology associated with nonlinear systems and advanced signal processing. This book’s coverage ranges from
fundamentals to phenomena to the most cutting-edge aspects of systems for next-generation biomedical monitoring and
nonlinear optical transmission. The authors address how these systems are applied through photonic signal processing in
contemporary optical systems for communications and/or laser systems. They include a concise but sufficient explanation
of mathematical representation of nonlinear equations to provide insight into nonlinear dynamics at different phases. The
book also describes advanced aspects of solitons and bound solitons for passive- and active-mode locked fiber lasers, in
which higher-order differential equations can be employed to represent the dynamics of amplitude evolution in the current
or voltages of lightwaves in such systems. Covering a wide range of topics, this book: Introduces nonlinear systems and
some mathematical representations, particularly the routes to chaos and bifurcation Describes nonlinear fiber lightwave
lasing systems Covers nonlinear phenomena in fiber lasers, including both passive and active energy storage cavities
Experimentally and theoretically demonstrates soliton pulses, in which lightwaves are the carrier under their envelopes
Assembles and demonstrates sequences of both single and multiple solitons in a group and then assesses their dynamics in
detail Examines the evolution of bound solitons, which are transmitted through single-mode optical fibers that compose a
phase variation system This text outlines the theory and techniques used in nonlinear physics and applications for physical
systems. It also illustrates the use of MATLAB® and Simulink® computer models and processing techniques for nonlinear
signals. Building on readers’ newly acquired fundamental understanding of nonlinear systems and associated signal
processing, the book then demonstrates the use of such applications in real-world, practical environments.

Fundamentals of Photonics
The 60th anniversary edition of this classic and unrivalled optics reference work includes a special foreword by Sir Peter
Knight.

Datacenter Connectivity Technologies
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In recent years, photonics has found increasing applications in such areas as communications, signal processing,
computing, sensing, display, printing, and energy transport. Now, Fundamentals of Photonics is the first self-contained
introductory-level textbook to offer a thorough survey of this rapidly expanding area of engineering and applied physics.
Featuring a logical blend of theory and applications, coverage includes detailed accounts of the primary theories of light,
including ray optics, wave optics, electromagnetic optics, and photon optics, as well as the interaction of light with matter,
and the theory of semiconductor materials and their optical properties. Presented at increasing levels of complexity, these
sections serve as building blocks for the treatment of more advanced topics, such as Fourier optics and holography,
guidedwave and fiber optics, photon sources and detectors, electro-optic and acousto-optic devices, nonlinear optical
devices, fiber-optic communications, and photonic switching and computing. Included are such vital topics as: Generation of
coherent light by lasers, and incoherent light by luminescence sources such as light-emitting diodes Transmission of light
through optical components (lenses, apertures, and imaging systems), waveguides, and fibers Modulation, switching, and
scanning of light through the use of electrically, acoustically, and optically controlled devices Amplification and frequency
conversion of light by the use of wave interactions in nonlinear materials Detection of light by means of semiconductor
photodetectors Each chapter contains summaries, highlighted equations, problem sets and exercises, and selected reading
lists. Examples of real systems are included to emphasize the concepts governing applications of current interest, and
appendices summarize the properties of one- and two-dimensional Fourier transforms, linear-systems theory, and modes of
linear systems. An Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available from the
Wiley editorial department.

Principles of Photonics
Guided Wave Optics and Photonic Devices introduces readers to a broad cross-section of topics in this area, from the basics
of guided wave optics and nonlinear optics to biophotonics. The book is inspired by and expands on lectures delivered by
distinguished speakers at a three-week school on guided wave optics and devices organized at the CSIR-Central Glass and
Ceramic Research Institute in Kolkata in 2011. An Introduction to Guided Wave Optics and Photonic Devices: Principles,
Applications, and Future Directions The book discusses the concept of modes in a guided medium from first principles,
emphasizing the importance of dispersion properties in optical fibers. It describes fabrication and characterization
techniques of rare-earth-doped optical fibers for amplifiers and lasers, with an eye to future applications. Avoiding complex
mathematical formalism, it also presents the basic theory and operational principles of fiber amplifiers and lasers. The book
examines techniques for writing fiber Bragg gratings, which are of particular interest for smart sensing applications. A
chapter focuses on the fundamental principles of Fourier optics and its implementation in guided wave optics. In addition,
the book explains the critical phenomena of soliton dynamics and supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fiber,
including its fabrication process and characteristics. It also looks at plasmonics in guided media and nonlinearity in stratified
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media—both key areas for future research. The last chapter explores the importance of lasers in biophotonic applications.
Written by experts engaged in teaching, research, and development in optics and photonics, this reference brings together
fundamentals and recent advances in one volume. It offers a valuable overview of the field for students and researchers
alike and identifies directions for future research in guided wave and photonic device technology.

Computational Photonics
Photonic devices lie at the heart of the communications revolution, and have become a large and important part of the
electronic engineering field, so much so that many colleges now treat this as a subject in its own right. With this in mind,
the author has put together a unique textbook covering every major photonic device, and striking a careful balance
between theoretical and practical concepts. The book assumes a basic knowledge of optics, semiconductors and
electromagnetic waves. Many of the key background concepts are reviewed in the first chapter. Devices covered include
optical fibers, couplers, electro-optic devices, magneto-optic devices, lasers and photodetectors. Problems are included at
the end of each chapter and a solutions set is available. The book is ideal for senior undergraduate and graduate courses,
but being device driven it is also an excellent engineers' reference.

Fundamentals of Microwave Photonics
This book provides a broad overview of photonic crystals and, as the title suggests, covers their principles and applications.
It is written from a physics point of view with an emphasis on materials science. Equations are well explained and often
completely avoided to increase the readability of the book. The book is divided into eight chapters, starting with a brief
introduction. The second chapter deals with different dimensionalities of the photonic crystals and their properties. The
third chapter is very interestingly written and provides a survey of the various synthesis methods used for production of
photonic crystals, including chemical routes, lithography, and self-assembly of colloidal photonic crystals. Chapters 4–8
constitute the bulk of the book and provide examples of applications of these photonic crystals. Chapter 4 offers a good
explanation of optical switching. Bandgap and defect mode switching are also brought into focus along with many other
mechanisms—14 different switching mechanisms in all, including thermal, electro, and magneto switching. Frequency
tuning of photonic crystal filters with special attention to nanosize photonic crystals is illustrated, providing a direct
perspective on applications of these materials in integrated photonic circuits. The transition from chapter 5 to 6 dealing
with photonic crystal lasers is smooth, especially after a clear description of frequency tuning. Here, one- to threedimensional photonic lasers are explained along with laser oscillations produced by a variety of microcavity methods.
Metallodielectric and liquid-crystal photonic lasers are equally well illustrated. Chapter 7 introduces logic devices based on
photonic crystals. This chapter clearly explains, with the help of simple illustrations, how to obtain AND, OR, and XOR logic
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gates. Chapter 8 concludes the book by presenting possible applications, including gas, chemical, fluid, and cell sensing;
their workings are very well described from a fundamental point of view. The diagrams and illustrations are appropriate and
eye catching. There are ample references; thus readers are able to find more detailed information to satisfy their curiosity if
the book does not suffice. Even though the introduction provides basics of these photonic crystals, I do get the impression
that the bigger picture is missing. A nonexpert may not understand the direct application of such materials right from the
beginning of the book. A flowchart or a diagram of these photonic crystals, illustrating applications in daily life at the
beginning of the book, could attract a broader readership. In this regard, I believe that this book is most adapted to
physicists with a materials science background or vice versa. However, one should take into consideration that the
principles of photonic crystals cannot be explained without physics, and therefore the quality of this book remains intact
and could very well serve as a textbook for future physicists.

Guided Wave Optics and Photonic Devices
The Theory and Applications of Nanophotonics Devices, Fabrication, and Systems Coauthored by the developer of
nanophotonics, Principles of Nanophotonics outlines physically intuitive concepts of the subject using a novel theoretical
framework that differs from conventional wave optics. It probes far-reaching physical insights into

Fundamentals of Photonics
Covers modern photonics accessibly and discusses the basic physical principles underlying all the applications and
technology of photonics. This volume covers the basic physical principles underlying the technology and all applications of
photonics from statistical optics to quantum optics. The topics discussed in this volume are: Photons in perspective;
Coherence and Statistical Optics; Complex Light and Singular Optics; Electrodynamics of Dielectric Media; Fast and slow
Light; Holography; Multiphoton Processes; Optical Angular Momentum; Optical Forces, Trapping and Manipulation;
Polarization States; Quantum Electrodynamics; Quantum Information and Computing; Quantum Optics; Resonance Energy
Transfer; Surface Optics; Ultrafast Pulse Phenomena. Comprehensive and accessible coverage of the whole of modern
photonics Emphasizes processes and applications that specifically exploit photon attributes of light Deals with the rapidly
advancing area of modern optics Chapters are written by top scientists in their field Written for the graduate level student
in physical sciences; Industrial and academic researchers in photonics, graduate students in the area; College lecturers,
educators, policymakers, consultants, Scientific and technical libraries, government laboratories, NIH.

Photonics, Volume 1
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Covers modern photonics accessibly and discusses the basic physical principles underlying all the applications and
technology of photonics. This volume covers the basic physical principles underlying the technology and all applications of
photonics from statistical optics to quantum optics. The topics discussed in this volume are: Photons in perspective;
Coherence and Statistical Optics; Complex Light and Singular Optics; Electrodynamics of Dielectric Media; Fast and slow
Light; Holography; Multiphoton Processes; Optical Angular Momentum; Optical Forces, Trapping and Manipulation;
Polarization States; Quantum Electrodynamics; Quantum Information and Computing; Quantum Optics; Resonance Energy
Transfer; Surface Optics; Ultrafast Pulse Phenomena. Comprehensive and accessible coverage of the whole of modern
photonics Emphasizes processes and applications that specifically exploit photon attributes of light Deals with the rapidly
advancing area of modern optics Chapters are written by top scientists in their field Written for the graduate level student
in physical sciences; Industrial and academic researchers in photonics, graduate students in the area; College lecturers,
educators, policymakers, consultants, Scientific and technical libraries, government laboratories, NIH.

Introducing Photonics
A cutting-edge look at safety and security applications of photonic sensors With its many superior qualities, photonic
sensing technology is increasingly used in early-detection and early-warning systems for biological hazards, structural
flaws, and security threats. Photonic Sensing provides for the first time a comprehensive review of this exciting and rapidly
evolving field, focusing on the development of cutting-edge applications in diverse areas of safety and security, from
biodetection to biometrics. The book brings together contributions from leading experts in the field, fostering effective
solutions for the development of specialized materials, novel optical devices, and networking algorithms and platforms. A
number of specific areas of safety and security monitoring are covered, including background information, operation
principles, analytical techniques, and applications. Topics include: Document security and structural integrity monitoring, as
well as the detection of food pathogens and bacteria Surface plasmon sensors, micro-based cytometry, optofluidic
techniques, and optical coherence tomography Optic fiber sensors for explosive detection and photonic liquid crystal fiber
sensors for security monitoring Photonics-assisted frequency measurement with promising electronic warfare applications
An invaluable, multidisciplinary resource for researchers and professionals in photonic sensing, as well as safety and
security monitoring, this book will help readers jump-start their own research and development in areas of physics,
chemistry, biology, medicine, mechanics, electronics, and defense.

Silicon-Based Photonics
Fundamentals of Photonics A complete, thoroughly updated, full-color third edition Fundamentals of Photonics, Third Edition
is a self-contained and up-to-date introductory-level textbook that thoroughly surveys this rapidly expanding area of
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engineering and applied physics. Featuring a blend of theory and applications, coverage includes detailed accounts of the
primary theories of light, including ray optics, wave optics, electromagnetic optics, and photon optics, as well as the
interaction of light and matter. Presented at increasing levels of complexity, preliminary sections build toward more
advanced topics, such as Fourier optics and holography, photonic-crystal optics, guided-wave and fiber optics, LEDs and
lasers, acousto-optic and electro-optic devices, nonlinear optical devices, ultrafast optics, optical interconnects and
switches, and optical fiber communications. The third edition features an entirely new chapter on the optics of metals and
plasmonic devices. Each chapter contains highlighted equations, exercises, problems, summaries, and selected reading
lists. Examples of real systems are included to emphasize the concepts governing applications of current interest. Each of
the twenty-four chapters of the second edition has been thoroughly updated.

Fundamentals of Photonics
Photonic Crystal Metasurface Optoelectronics, Volume 101, covers an emerging area of nanophotonics that represents a
new range of optoelectronic devices based on free-space coupled photonic crystal structures and dielectric metasurfaces.
Sections in this new release include Free-space coupled nanophotonic platforms, Fano resonances in nanophotonics, Fano
resonances in photonic crystal slabs, Transition from photonic crystals to dielectric metamaterials, Photonic crystals for
absorption control and energy applications, Photonic crystal membrane reflector VCSELs, Fano resonance filters and
modulators, and Fano resonance photonic crystal sensors. Presents the latest in an emerging area of research with great
potentials for research and commercialization Includes sections written by world leading researchers in the field

Attosecond and Strong-Field Physics
A comprehensive presentation of the theory and simulation of optical waveguides and wave propagations in a guided
environment, Guided Wave Photonics: Fundamentals and Applications with MATLAB(R) supplies fundamental and advanced
understanding of integrated optical devices that are currently employed in modern optical fiber communications systems
and photonic signal processing systems. While there are many texts available in this area, none provide the breadth and
depth of coverage and computational rigor found in this one. The author has distilled the information into a very practical,
usable format. In a logical progression of theory and application, he starts with Maxwell's equations and progresses directly
to optical waveguides (integrated optic and fiber optic), couplers, modulators, nonlinear effects and interactions, and
system applications. With up-to-date coverage of applicable algorithms, design guides, material systems, and the latest
device and system applications, the book addresses: Fundamentals of guiding optical waves, including theoretical and
simplified techniques Linear and nonlinear aspects of optical waveguiding Manipulating lightwaves by coupling and splitting
Interactions of lightwaves and ultra-fast electrical travelling waves in modern optical modulators Applications of guided
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wave devices in optical communication systems and optical signal processing Providing fundamental understanding of
lightwave guiding and manipulating techniques, the text covers the field of integrated photonics by giving the principles,
theoretical and applications. It explains how to solve the optical modes and their coupling as well as how to manipulate
lightwaves for applications in communications and signal processing.

Neuromorphic Photonics
With an emphasis on engineering rather than physics, this book on the developing technology of optoelectronics
emphasizes, via the consistent use of Fourier optics and system impulse reponse, the ideas of "system response" through
input-output relationships.

Principles of Photonics: Theory of Lightwave Propagation
A comprehensive resource to designing and constructing analog photonic links capable of high RF performance
Fundamentals of Microwave Photonics provides a comprehensive description of analog optical links from basic principles to
applications. The book is organized into four parts. The first begins with a historical perspective of microwave photonics,
listing the advantages of fiber optic links and delineating analog vs. digital links. The second section covers basic principles
associated with microwave photonics in both the RF and optical domains. The third focuses on analog modulation
formats—starting with a concept, deriving the RF performance metrics from basic physical models, and then analyzing
issues specific to each format. The final part examines applications of microwave photonics, including analog receive-mode
systems, high-power photodiodes applications, radio astronomy, and arbitrary waveform generation. Covers fundamental
concepts including basic treatments of noise, sources of distortion and propagation effects Provides design equations in
easy-to-use forms as quick reference Examines analog photonic link architectures along with their application to RF systems
A thorough treatment of microwave photonics, Fundamentals of Microwave Photonics will be an essential resource in the
laboratory, field, or during design meetings. The authors have more than 55 years of combined professional experience in
microwave photonics and have published more than 250 associated works.

Principles of Optics
Probing and controlling electrons and nuclei in matter at the attosecond timescale became possible with the generation of
attosecond pulses by few-cycle intense lasers, and has revolutionized our understanding of atomic structure and molecular
processes. This book provides an intuitive approach to this emerging field, utilizing simplified models to develop a clear
understanding of how matter interacts with attosecond pulses of light. An introductory chapter outlines the structure of
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atoms and molecules and the properties of a focused laser beam. Detailed discussion of the fundamental theory of
attosecond and strong-field physics follows, including the molecular tunnelling ionization model (MO-ADK theory), the
quantitative rescattering (QRS) model, and the laser induced electronic diffraction (LIED) theory for probing the change of
atomic configurations in a molecule. Highlighting the cutting-edge developments in attosecond and strong field physics,
and identifying future opportunities and challenges, this self-contained text is invaluable for students and researchers in the
field.

Photonic Devices
In-Depth Coverage of Photonics and Laser Engineering Written by an internationally acclaimed expert, this comprehensive
volume provides the background in theoretical physics necessary to understand practical applications of lasers and optics.
Photonics and Laser Engineering Principles, Devices, and Applications discusses theories of electromagnetism, geometrical
optics, quantum mechanics, and laser physics and connects them to relevant implementations in areas such as fiber optics,
optical detection, laser resonator design, and semiconductor lasers. Each chapter contains detailed equations, sample
problems, and solutions to reinforce the concepts presented. Photonics and Laser Engineering covers: Electromagnetic
wave theory of light with applications Geometrical optics Laser beams and resonators Classical and quantum theories of
light-matter interactions Laser technology, including optical gain, oscillation, solid-state lasers, Q-switching, and laser mode
locking Semiconductor lasers Anisotropic media and modulation of light Dielectric waveguides and optical fibers Nonlinear
optics and the Raman effect

Optics, Optoelectronics, and Photonics
Principles of Optics is one of the classic science books of the twentieth century, and probably the most influential book in
optics published in the past 40 years. The new edition is the first ever thoroughly revised and expanded edition of this
standard text. Among the new material, much of which is not available in any other optics text, is a section on the CAT scan
(computerized axial tomography), which has revolutionized medical diagnostics. The book also includes a new chapter on
scattering from inhomogeneous media which provides a comprehensive treatment of the theory of scattering of scalar as
well as of electromagnetic waves, including the Born series and the Rytov series. The chapter also presents an account of
the principles of diffraction tomography - a refinement of the CAT scan - to which Emil Wolf, one of the authors, has made a
basic contribution by formulating in 1969 what is generally regarded to be the basic theorem in this field. The chapter also
includes an account of scattering from periodic potentials and its connection to the classic subject of determining the
structure of crystals from X-ray diffraction experiments, including accounts of von Laue equations, Bragg's law, the Ewald
sphere of reflection and the Ewald limiting sphere, both generalized to continuous media. These topics, although originally
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introduced in connection with the theory of X-ray diffraction by crystals, have since become of considerable relevance to
optics, for example in connection with deep holograms. Other new topics covered in this new edition include interference
with broad-band light, which introduces the reader to an important phenomenon discovered relatively recently by Emil
Wolf, namely the generation of shifts of spectral lines and other modifications of spectra of radiated fields due to the state
of coherence of a source. There is also a section on the so-called Rayleigh-Sommerfield diffraction theory which, in recent
times, has been finding increasing popularity among optical scientists. There are also several new appendices, including
one on energy conservation in scalar wavefields, which is seldom discussed in books on optics. The new edition of this
standard reference will continue to be invaluable to advanced undergraduates, graduate students and researchers working
in most areas of optics.

Photonic Crystals
Beginning with an overview of historical development, the electromagnetic spectrum, and optical power basics, this book
offers an in-depth discussion of optic receivers, optical transmitters and amplifiers. The text discusses attenuation,
transmission losses, optical sources such as semiconductor light emitting diodes, and lasers, providing several dispersionmanagement schemes that restore the amplified signal to its original state. Topics are discussed in a structured manner,
with definitions, explanations, examples, illustrations, and informative facts. Extensive pedagogical features, such as
numerical problems, review questions, multiple choice questions, and student-focussed learning objectives, are also
provided. Mathematical derivations and geometrical representations are included where necessary. This text will be useful
for undergraduate and graduate students of electronics, communication engineering, and optical fiber communications.

Photonics
For one-semester, undergraduate-level courses in Optoelectronics and Photonics, in the departments of electrical
engineering, engineering physics, and materials science and engineering. This text takes a fresh look at the enormous
developments in electo-optic devices and associated materials—such as Pockels (Lithium Niobate) modulators.

Principles of Lasers and Optics
A comprehensive manual on the efficient modeling and analysis of photonic devices through building numerical codes, this
book provides graduate students and researchers with the theoretical background and MATLAB programs necessary for
them to start their own numerical experiments. Beginning by summarizing topics in optics and electromagnetism, the book
discusses optical planar waveguides, linear optical fiber, the propagation of linear pulses, laser diodes, optical amplifiers,
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optical receivers, finite-difference time-domain method, beam propagation method and some wavelength division devices,
solitons, solar cells and metamaterials. Assuming only a basic knowledge of physics and numerical methods, the book is
ideal for engineers, physicists and practising scientists. It concentrates on the operating principles of optical devices, as well
as the models and numerical methods used to describe them.

Photonics and Laser Engineering: Principles, Devices, and Applications
Since the invention of the laser, our fascination with the photon has led to one of the most dynamic and rapidly growing
fields of technology. As the reality of all-optical systems comes into focus, it is more important than ever to stay current
with the latest advances in the optics and components that enable photonics technology. Comprising chapters drawn from
the author's highly anticipated book Photonics: Principles and Practices, Physical Optics: Principles and Practices offers a
detailed and focused treatment for anyone in need of authoritative information on this critical area underlying photonics.
Using a consistent approach, the author leads you step-by-step through each topic. Each skillfully crafted chapter first
explores the theoretical concepts of each topic, and then demonstrates how these principles apply to real-world
applications by guiding you through experimental cases illuminated with numerous illustrations. The book works
systematically through the principles of waves, diffraction, interference, diffraction gratings, interferometers,
spectrometers, and several aspects of laser technology to build a thorough understanding of how to study and manipulate
the behavior of light for various applications. In addition, it includes a four-page insert containing several full-color
illustrations as well as a chapter on laboratory safety. Containing several topics presented for the first time in book form,
Physical Optics: Principles and Practices is simply the most modern, detailed, and hands-on text in the field.

Photonic Crystal Metasurface Optoelectronics
Silicon Photonics
This book provides a step-by-step discussion through each topic of fiber optics. Each chapter explores theoretical concepts
of principles and then applies them by using experimental cases with numerous illustrations. The book works systematically
through fiber optic cables, advanced fiber optic cables, light attenuation in optical components, fiber optic cable types and
installations, fiber optic connectors, passive fiber optic devices, wavelength division multiplexing, optical amplifiers, optical
receivers, opto-mechanical switches, and optical fiber communications. It includes important chapters in fiber optic lighting,
fiber optics testing, and laboratory safety.
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Optoelectronics and Photonics
Fundamentals of Photonics
This book sets out to build bridges between the domains of photonic device physics and neural networks, providing a
comprehensive overview of the emerging field of "neuromorphic photonics." It includes a thorough discussion of evolution
of neuromorphic photonics from the advent of fiber-optic neurons to today’s state-of-the-art integrated laser neurons, which
are a current focus of international research. Neuromorphic Photonics explores candidate interconnection architectures and
devices for integrated neuromorphic networks, along with key functionality such as learning. It is written at a level
accessible to graduate students, while also intending to serve as a comprehensive reference for experts in the field.

Silicon Nanophotonics
Silicon photonics has evolved rapidly as a research topic with enormous application potential. The high refractive index
contrast of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) shows great promise for submicron waveguide structures suited for integration on the
chip scale in the near-infrared region. Ge- and GeSn-Si heterostructures with different elastic strain levels already provide
expansion of the spectral range, high-speed operation, efficient modulation and switching of optical signals, and enhanced
light emission and lasing. This book focuses on the integration of heterostructure devices with silicon photonics. The
authors have attempted to merge a concise treatment of classical silicon photonics with a description of principles,
prospects, challenges, and technical solution paths of adding silicon-based heterostructures. The book discusses the basics
of heterostructure-based silicon photonics, system layouts, and key device components, keeping in mind the application
background. Special focus is placed on SOI-based waveguide configurations and Ge- and GeSn-Si heterostructure devices
for light detection, modulation, and light emission and lasing. The book also provides an overview of the technological and
materials science challenges connected with integration on silicon. The first half of the book is mainly for readers who are
interested in the topic because of its increasing importance in different fields, while the latter half covers different device
structures for light emission, detection, modulation, extension of the wavelength beyond 1.6 μm, and lasing, as well as
future challenges.
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